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Campus
Recreation
leaves A.S.

MARK POWELL
STAFF WRITER

San Jose State University Campus Recreation
offices will be moving to a new building at the
end of March or beginning of April, Associated
Students officials said.
Campus Recreation, which provides fitness
and intramural sports opportunities through
Associated Students, will reside in Building BB
across from Campus Village when the move is
finally made, said Randy Saffold, campus recreation and special projects manager.
“It will throw a little bit of a monkey wrench
into the works, as we will have to quickly get new
systems up in place and running,” Saffold said.
“Students will now come to our new offices to
make payments and register for activities instead
of the General Services Center.”
Saffold said that the Facilities, Development
and Operation department was currently preparing a space for the new Campus Recreation offices and that donated and recycled furniture will
be used to spare some costs.
“Plans are being put in place now for a
smooth transition to the new space over spring
break,” Saffold said. “However, this is a loose
time table and may have to be pushed back a
bit.”
To inform students about the new move, Saffold said that all current Campus Recreation
participants will be e-mailed with news of the
change, and informative signs and handouts will
be available around campus.
“I believe the move will increase participation
in our activities,” Saffold said. “We will have a
stronger visual presence than we currently have
in the A.S. house.”
Overall, Campus Recreation participation grew
19 percent over the last year with intramural soccer improving more than any other sport with 66
percent more participants, according to Saffold.
Nicole Hagar, assistant director for fitness and
activities, said that a change in location for Campus Recreation might bring in even more student
involvement.
“I think it will be great because we will be closer to students,” Hagar said. “It gives us a better
chance to be closer to the programs we run, as
well as the participants.”
Hagar also said that Campus Recreation will
be hiring its own cashier to handle program funds,
whereas students would have to pay online or at the
General Services Center in the Student Union.
“We want to be more accessible to students,”
Hagar said. “We want to provide better customer
service.”
Senior business major Sandeep Hasrajani said
that a more visible location for Campus Recreation would make things easier for students.
“The move is a good idea,” Hasrajani said. “It
will make it more centralized and more specialized.”
Hasrajani said that a new and more visible office for Campus Recreation may even increase
enrollment in some instances.
“Students will be on tours with their parents
and everyone will see that there is recreation right
next to where the students live,” he said. “It seems
like a small decision, but it could end up being the
deciding factor.”
Joel Baker, who is currently taking a semester
off but will be enrolled at SJSU next semester, has
participated in several Campus Recreation activities in the past. Baker said that he hopes that the
change allows students a more efficient path to
recreational events.
“It seems that in the past you do more time
running around getting things paid for and signed
than actually playing,” Baker said.
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Market close to
signing organic
produce deal

Deng Jongkuch, a senior majoring in health science at San Jose State University, left Sudan in 2001.

Sudanese refugee
makes new life at SJSU
ERIC ZIMMERLING
STAFF WRITER

Deng Jongkuch, a senior majoring in health science at San Jose
State University, saw his family for
the first time in 18 years last May.
In 1987, rebel militia killed
thousands of men, women and
children and burned villages as
civil war broke out in Sudan.
Jongkuch said he and thousands
of others were forced out of their
village in southern Sudan and
he was not given a chance to say
goodbye to his parents, two sisters
and two brothers.
Jongkuch began an unbelievable journey that would eventually bring him to SJSU where he
is taking four classes and expected
to graduate in December 2007.
Forced from his village in Sudan
at age six or seven, an age Jongkuch
estimates because he has no record
of his exact date of birth, a group
of nearly 4,000 Sudanese refugees
started a grueling three-week trek
toward Ethiopia, where he would
live for the next four years.
“I was glad we made it,” Jong-

kuch said. “Fortunately the people
in Ethiopia were friendly and we
were able to stay for a while.”
He said that changed in 1991
when the Ethiopian government
was taken over by Ethiopian rebels.
“Once Ethiopian rebels took
over the Ethiopian government
it became even worse than it was
before,” Jongkuch said. “You were
always looking over your back,

Deng Jongkuch, a senior majoring in
health science, sits in the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Library on Tuesday.

but when the government was
overtaken by rebels it became really dangerous.”
In late 1991, Jongkuch said he
was one of nearly 5,000 people that
began a barefoot, yearlong walk from
his village in Ethiopia to Kenya.
“It was not easy,” Jongkuch
said. “It was a lot of pain, a lot of
frustration. I saw so many people
commit suicide because they did
not want to go on. I would not eat
for days. There was no water. We
would eat anything we could; it
was just a matter of surviving. If
we were lucky, the Red Cross would
drop food for us but the danger of
militia rebels made it almost impossible for them to do so.”
Jongkuch said that in addition
to dodging gunfire from rebels, alligators and lions were killing his
people and the sight of vultures
eating dead human carcasses was
common.
Jongkuch finally made it to
Kakumu, a refugee camp several
miles from the border of Kenya
nearly a year later in 1992 where
see DENG, page 8

CARLA MANCEBO
STAFF WRITER

Naturally fertilized, chemical-free fresh fruit products grown on socially responsible farms will soon
take up positions alongside conventionally farmed
apples at San Jose State University’s cafeteria, Environmental Resource Center Director Amie Frisch,
revealed last week.
ALBA Organics, a non-profit distributorship, will
begin supplying Market Café with organic produce;
under the terms of a plan that will begin cautiously
with fruits — and later expand to vegetables if market
conditions prove favorable, said Market Café manager
James Whinery.
Some SJSU students may be ready to spring for food
without pesticides because they believe it is healthier.
“I would buy it, even if it costs more, because I
feel organic is better for you,” said Ashley Goularte,
a senior majoring in kinesiology. “You’re not putsee FRUIT, page 8
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San Jose State University students Alysse Esmail, Kervin
Lau and Kamilah Henderson are excited about the healthy
food options that will soon be available at the Market Cafe.

College of Education partners with local neighborhoods
Students volunteer for CommUniverCity
NICK VERONIN
STAFF WRITER

There is an answer for San Jose State
University students having trouble seeing
just how the skills they are learning here
on campus can be applied in that place so
often referred to as “The Real World.”
CommUniverCity uses college
minds to help develop real-life solutions to real-life problems in the local
community, according to Susan Meyers, dean of the college of education at
SJSU and pioneer of the program.
CommUniverCity works with community leaders, SJSU students and the
city of San Jose to provide local neighborhoods with support in the form of
health information, tutoring and voter
registration drives, among other ser-

vices, according to Paul Pereira, neighborhood team manager for San Jose’s
Strong Neighborhood Initiative.
The project is Meyers’ brainchild.
She said that the original concept behind
CommUniverCity was to provide students
at SJSU with a quality applied-learning
experience while simultaneously serving
the actual needs of a local community.
Meyers said the organization works
closely with local neighborhood leaders
and the city of San Jose to compile a
list of community needs, then engages
SJSU students to apply their own specialized skills by responding to those
needs through service and learning.
Leif Christiansen is an AmeriCorps
volunteer in service to America, working for the CommUniverCity project.
As a volunteer in service, Christiansen
said he is paid by AmeriCorps for work-

ing on the CommUniverCity project.
AmeriCorps is a network of service
programs working on local, state and
national levels to address the most critical
needs of Americans in the areas of education, public safety, health and the environment, according to www.americorps.
org, the organization’s official Web site.
He said that the volunteers sign up
for a year to work with new or low-budget non-profit organizations. CommUniverCity is just such a non-profit.
Christiansen seconded Meyers’ assertion that CommUniverCity provides
SJSU students with a valuable learning
environment by getting them to apply
what they’ve learned in school.
“The education department, they
go out and do a lot of tutoring in our
neighborhoods,” he said. “The science
department, they’ve facilitated a lot of
science lessons in our after-school programs to our kids who don’t get exposed

to science too much. The engineering
department is working on a solar panel
project in our neighborhood.”
The neighborhood Christiansen refers
to is the Five Wounds/Brookwood Terrace
neighborhood, an area defined by the city,
which stands about one mile east of campus and is bound by Highway 101, King
Road, Interstate 280 and Coyote Creek.
Meyers said that during the creation
of the project it was decided that CommUniverCity should work on one neighborhood exclusively for a period of time
in order to give the project a focus.
She said the Five Wounds/Brookwood Terrace community was chosen
due to its proximity to campus and the
fact that the city of San Jose already
had collected data on the area.
“There was a study done of the 10
districts in San Jose,” Christiansen said,
see COMM page 5
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QUOTE OF THE DAY:

The only thing to do with good advice is pass it on.
It is never any use to oneself.
— Oscar Wilde

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 15, 2007

THAT’S MR. MOJO TO YOU:

My advice is to be taken seriously, but only if you have a sense of humor
I’m not a cross-dresser … I swear.
But I will exercise my schizophrenic side and step
into the shoes of a woman named Abby, as in “Dear
Abby,” and dole out advice like a club promoter gives
out party invitations.
And in case you were wondering, I look great in
heels.
So I scientifically and laboriously collected questions from various students at SJSU and will take some
of my precious time to enlighten the forsaken youth
on campus. (Thank you editors — or should I thank
your weird friends for experiencing this stuff.)
Ahem, a serious note here: while this is a wild fling
into the realm of humor, don’t use this advice as any
sort of gospel. While I already agreed to wear heels
for this, I won’t become the guy standing by the fountain in front of the Event Center screaming about the
apocalypse and how students should fear God.
So away we go:
Dear Abby (editors note: I will now only be
referred to as Mr. Mojo), My boyfriend is a klutz.
He always walks into my dorm around 2 a.m., after
not having seen me all day, and proceeds to slam into
everything in sight. He stumbles in drunk, foaming at
the mouth and won’t shut up. “Heybaba, youwamma
sum wuvin anow?” he says.

SPARTA GUIDE

What am I supposed to do? He looks like a shaggy
Frankenstein and is more concerned with nuking his
frozen burrito four times than paying attention to me.
And before I can scream at him to control himself, he
passes out on the kitchen and stains the new shirt I just
bought him. What am I to do?
Sincerely, “I should have said no,”
Campus Village Building B.
Dear “I should have said
no,”
I’m sorry for the mess. I promise
I’ll never touch the bottle again. Except tomorrow, I promised to take
my other girlfriend to dinner.
KRIS ANDERSON

P.S. Did you save my burrito?
Dear Mr. Mojo, My Valentine’s Day was horrible.
My girlfriend won’t talk to me. I thought it would be
smart to do something special, but apparently renting a
$200 magician’s costume and singing The Steve Miller
Band’s “Abracadabra” in front of her women’s studies
course wasn’t romantic enough. I even did a little tap
dance. What went wrong? How can I fix this?
Sincerely, “The Cat in the Hat,” Hoover Hall.
Dear “Cat,”

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit information in writing to DBH 209.

Today

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
The SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry will be
holding a Daily Mass at 12:10 p.m. in the SJSU
Catholic Campus Ministry Center. For more
information, contact Jose Rubio at (408) 938-1610.

Acts 2 Christian Fellowship
Acts 2 Christian Fellowship has weekly Bible
Studies at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Guadalupe room. For more information, contact
Justin Foon at (415) 786-9873 or
jfoon1@yahoo.com.
Campus Crusade For Christ
Students from all walks of life find fellowship,
cutting edge music, dynamic Biblical instruction and
a closer walk with Jesus in the Spartan Memorial at
8 p.m. For more information, contact Natalie Hill at
(559) 230-7659.
Friday

Listening Hour Concert Series
The School of Music & Dance is holding its
Listening Hour Concert Series with its “Prelude to
Spring” from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m. in the Music
Building Concert Hall. For more information,
contact Joan Stubbe at (408) 924-4649.
Resume 101
The Career Center is offering help to students
on resume writing from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in the Career
Center. For more information, contact Hilary
Houston at Hilary.Houston@sjsu.edu.

Teen Program
TeensReach will have a meeting followed by a
special guest speaker from Kaiser Santa Theresa
to speak on the topic of helathy-assertion for teens.
The interactive program will take place from 4 to
5:30 p.m. in the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library
Teen Center located on the third floor. For more
information, contact Rebecca Feind at
(408) 808-2183.

LETTER TO EDITOR:
Dear Editor:
In response to your article “Business 100W drops
out of school,” published Feb. 12 and revised Feb.
13, the Department of Linguistics and Language
Development would like to assure all students that our
LLD100WB focuses on business writing skills
(resumes, reports, business letters, etc.) and also on
specific language issues students may need to address.
Our lecturers have been carefully selected from a large
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Dear Mr. Mojo, I have this class where this one
guy always sits next to me. Not so interesting, huh,
well he has the worst breath ever. It’s the most horrid
thing on the face of this earth. It’s like a combination
week-old cigarette butts and stale garbage. I would
much rather endure the stench of the smelly trees on

campus than endure the constant foul-mouthed jabbering of the only guy on the face of the earth who
forgot how to use a toothbrush. How do I politely tell
him he has bad breath?
Sincerely, “Nose-clip Queen,” Boccardo Business
Complex, room 309.
Dear “Nose-clip,”
No one should have to endure that. All you need to
do is slap him and say, “Orbitz B****.”
I only have time for one more, so make it sweet …
Dear Mr. Mojo,
My dorm walls are really thin and my neighbors
play the loudest music all through the night. I can’t
sleep. My eyes burn and they constantly have bags under them, and I’m not doing crack. How do I get them
to shut-up?
Sincerely, “Country music sucks,” Washburn Hall.
Dear “Country music sucks,”
One word: earmuffs.
Now where’s that burrito …
Kris Anderson is the Spartan Daily executive editor. “That’s
Mr. Mojo To You” appears every other Thursday.

GUEST COLUMN:

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is
noon, three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may require editing of
submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

SJSU 150th Anniversary Deans Speaker Series
Keeping America’s Competitive Edge from Being
Stuck in Traffic Goldilocks is back in the house to
present a detailed conference about construction in
San Jose from 12 to 1 p.m. in the engineering building
auditorium, room 189. For more information, contact
Ahmed Hambaba at Ahmed.Hambaba@sjsu.edu.

Whew this one’s a toughy. I spent Valentine’s Day
alone; don’t know why though. Anyway the magician
costume may have been too much, and I think “Abracadabra” might have been a little too excessive.
I probably would have gone with something slightly more contemporary, possibly with country flair
— Dolly Parton’s “Love Is Like A Butterfly,” perhaps?
Or Kevin Federline’s unreleased track “Britney, Some
People Still Think I’m Popular … TAKE ME BACK!”
(While this track may be hard to find, I did enjoy how
he went the Fall Out Boy route and decided to make
his song title a mile long.)
Sorry, got lost in my iPod for a sec. What was I …
oh, how do you fix it. You can be really sweet and send
chocolates and flowers, but that’s been done. I would
grab a bottle of wine — only if you’re of legal age to
be purchasing adult beverages — take it to her apartment and cook her dinner. Just don’t drink it all and
burn your tongue on a nuclear burrito.

pool to include professional writing teachers who
also have extensive business backgrounds. We will be
securing regular feedback on how well the course is
serving student needs and will use that feedback to
finetune our LLD100WB sections for Fall 2007.

Barbara A. Kaiser
LLD100WB Coordinator
Linguistics & Language Development
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I’ve been at SJSU for quite a while
I’m what my friends and I would call a “super senior.”
Except the only super power I have is that if you’re
lost on the San Jose State University campus, I can
more than likely point you in the right direction.
My sense of direction on campus is substantially
good for me, considering it is lacking in other areas of
my life. I tend to get lost when driving, for example,
or more specifically in choosing my career.
When I first came to SJSU as a freshman I had no
idea what I wanted to do. If I could
have majored in staying up late with
a minor in eating junk food, and a
focus in socializing, I might have
graduated already.
My first year at SJSU was not
productive at all. I knew I had made
the right decision to attend the university, but I had no real direction.
YAEL REED WACHSPRESS
I, for one, was never one of those
lucky people who at the tender age of twelve said,
“Hey I want to become a doctor,” and twenty years
later, what do you know, became a doctor. No, not
me, it took me a minute — or should I say some years
— to find my passion and appreciate the opportunity
to get my education.
You’re probably wondering how long have I been
an SJSU student, right? Ha! I’m not telling. I have
been here long enough to change my major officially
four times — you do the math.
Just think of me as Ice Cube’s character in the movie “Higher Learning,” who, to my knowledge, was in
school for at least seven years as an undergraduate.
Ok, I’m embellishing a little bit, but my time at
SJSU has been lengthy.
I remember SJSU when the only fans of the Spartan football team were the alumni, because it couldn’t
even beat Stanford. I watched as the Tommie Smith
and John Carlos sculpture was built, as well as the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Library, Campus Village and
the renovation of Tower Hall.
Although buying books has always left butterflies
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“I have been here long enough to change
my major officialy four times ...”
worth of books I purchased at the beginning of the
semester, attending class regularly and turning in
work in a timely manner.
Not too long ago state school systems were set up so
that students could go to a four-year college, graduate
and then move on to bigger and better things. I, however, like many other students have to work while going
to school full-time. I’m definitely not complaining. I
like waking up early every morning, finding parking,
going to class all day and then work.
It’s like a mini-adventure.
So for all of you super seniors out there, don’t stress
if you haven’t gotten it all figured out yet. It already
is a headache to find parking and get a good cup of
coffee every morning before class.
If anyone is at a complete loss for deciding what
to major in and are wondering what classes to take
— come see me.
I have probably taken a class from every department. I can make a suggestion based on experience
and hopefully point you in the right direction.
Yael Reed Wachspress is a Spartan Daily staff writer. Guest
columns appear every Tuesday and Wednesday.

Questions? Comments?
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact the Spartan Daily at
spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu

Stephania Bednar, Lauren Sagar, Hanna Thrasher

SAN JOSE , CA 95192

and dust flying out of my pockets — tuition used to
be $400 cheaper.
Throughout my time at SJSU, along with the beautification of the campus, I’ve also noticed my peers
and myself mature.
Daydreaming and zoning out in the back of the
classroom is no longer an option. With the realization
that graduation might actually be creeping up on me,
my objective is to absorb everything I can.
Another part of this includes reading the $300

408.924.3270
The Spartan Daily is a Public Forum

O P I N I O N PA G E P O L I C Y
Readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an
issue or a point of view that has appeared in
the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3282, e-mail at spartandaily@
casa.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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Behind

greens Pro-Am
Full story on page 4

“Exceed the expectations of every guest,
by providing a once-in-a-lifetime experience

… every time.”
STORY BY LINDSAY BRYANT
PHOTOS BY MARY CHEUNG
The Pebble Beach
Resorts’ motto was adopted by the 33 San Jose
State University students
of the Special Events
Management Team as
their own — the students
stepped into an adventure of managing hundreds of Pebble Beach
employees and thousands
more guests.
Their story is not
limited to setting up
tables
or
serving
drinks but new friendships, experiences and
self-discovery.

Roxanne Sheffield, a member of the SJSU Special Events Management Team, sets the buffet table for the Champions
Club. One of the premier viewing locations, The Champions Club, overlooked the AT&T National Pro-Am golf tournament during Feb. 8 to 11.

Have an
idea for a
feature?
Call the
Daily at
924-3281.
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Students
earn jobs,
experience
Stephanie Chen looks up from a concession stand
on the first green at Pebble Beach golf course as Bill
Murray swaggers by with a swarm of cheering fans
in toe.
But Chen patiently continues to direct her staff to
cover folding tables with beige linen.
The rain picked up and splatters against a white
plastic awning and Chen, a graduate student majoring
in recreation and leisure at San Jose State University,
apologizes for her broken English.
“Language is a big problem when I am facing customers,” said Chen, a native of Taiwan who moved to
the United States two years ago. “You must use professional English to correctly express yourself.”
As part of the Special Events Management Team,
33 SJSU students were in charge of hundreds of Pebble
Beach Resorts’ full-time and temporary employees for
the 2007 AT&T National Pro-Am golf tournament last
week. This is the second year SJSU managed the tournament.
PHOTO COURTESY OF MARIA BANYA

Mark Hansen, the operations manager for Pebble Beach, delegated student responsibilities during the AT&T National Pro-Am golf tournament.

“And American culture ...” she laughed.
“I donʼt know those famous guys but I
am just so happy to be here.”
-Stephanie Chen,
Special Events Management Team

The Pebble Beach management team is designed
as a class at SJSU, led by lecturer Richard Larson and
is open to any major on campus, and allows students
to seek job experience at an acclaimed resort and
work amongst some of the wealthiest and powerful
corporate leaders, celebrities and professional golfers.
As one among other recreation and leisure and
hospitality management students orchestrating the
hospitality band of the tournament, Chen had the
opportunity to work in the United States for the first
time.
Wearing a dark gray, oversized Pebble Beach
windbreaker and smiling as she spoke, Chen explained that her student visa from Taiwan does not
allow her to work legally overseas.
Chen rushed back and forth to direct the staff and
put away a case of Arrowhead water bottles and said
she never could have imagined receiving such an opportunity of working at Pebble Beach.
“I got to the interview and I didn’t have any hope,”
Chen said. “I was surprised, very, very surprised
when I found out I got the job.”
Now with the Pacific Ocean in one view and icons
of American culture just yards away teeing off on the
first green, Chen manages the first cash and concession stand that customers visit on one of the three golf
courses at Pebble Beach.
“I am learning a lot, like how to manage people and
how to get along,” Chen said. “And American culture
…” she laughed. “I don’t know those famous guys but I
am just so happy to be here.”

SJSU STUDENTS BEGIN WORK
BEFORE THE SUN RISES
The morning began for most at 8 a.m. when the
first professional and amateurs began their 18 holes
of golf. Spectators held umbrellas at their side ready
for the ensuing rain, which thankfully would not hit
until midday.
But for the SJSU students, the day began much
earlier.
Larson said the students arrived to the breakfast
tent at 5:30 a.m. and began work after a stop for bagels and coffee.
Representing Spartan pride with blue and gold
ties and connected in communication with their
colleagues through Mission Impossible-like neutral
earpieces, the students were equipped to set out on
their long day.
SJSU alumni and veteran of the special events
team from 2006, John David Young stood sharply
dressed in a Pebble Beach issued Brooks Brothers
black suit.
After working as a manager the year before as
part of the SJSU group, Young went through eight
interviews including senior staff members and the
president of the company.
Young now has a full-time job at Pebble Beach.
“(Working on the SJSU team) was a stepping
stone into a career here at Pebble Beach,” Young
said. “It was the most intense week I had throughout college.”
Droves of people walked the lush emerald
greens, the waves crashing the only sound as golfers like 2007 champion Phil Mickelson and Vijay
Singh, last year’s highest money earning golfer on
the PGA focused on their swings.
“This is my view, you know?” said Joel Pabinguit, a
senior majoring in hospitality management, nodding
towards the ocean, “You can’t complain.”
Pabinguit and most student managers described
hopes of one day working for Pebble Beach Resorts.
After SJSU students were interviewed in November and appointed to their positions within the areas
of cash and concessions, corporate chalets or skyboxes, they began several weeks of training at SJSU and
on-site at Pebble Beach.
The concessions are stops along the course for
guests to purchase food and refreshments to go
whereas corporate chalets is purchased in advance
by a corporation for the duration of the week and
prices range from upwards of $21,000 depending
on the tent size and capacity.
“The hands-on-training, I couldn’t ask for a better

experience,” Pabinguit said, who managed a staff of 12
at the Microsoft and Lehman Brothers’ corporate chalets. “Being in classroom is OK but, being a manager
… it is such an eye-opener.”
Pabinguit, just like most of the SJSU Pebble
Beach managers, have previous experience in hospitality management.
For Pabinguit it was at the Hilton in Santa
Clara.
“This experience is different. At the Hilton I’m
just a regular employee but here I actually get to
delegate people and I am learning how to deal with
people,” Pabinguit said.
The large white tent encompasses anything a guest
at Pebble Beach might expect, including a succulent
buffet line, complimentary open bar, flat screen TVs to
view replays of the tournament and any other amenity
requested by a guest.
The chalets were purchased in advance by corporations for the duration of the week and prices
range from upwards of $21,000 depending on the
tent size and capacity.
On Saturday Mark Hansen, the operations manager for the SJSU students and at Pebble Beach said he
was able to enjoy himself during the busiest of days in
the four-day tournament.
“The students have been self-sufficient,” Hansen
said. “It’s the busiest day and I’ve actually been able
to take it off, I’ve been taking a tour and watching
the golf.”

ABOVE:
With the Pacific
Ocean behind him,
professional golfer
Gavin Coles putts
during the AT&T
National Pro-Am
golf tournament on
Saturday. He was
paired with amateur
golfer Bob Dillard II.

Engaged?
Planning a party?
Special event?

Check out...

Just a short golf cart drive away, passing Tom Brady
and Emmitt Smith chipping on the eighth green, the
Champions Club with floor to ceiling windows stood
regal and impressive.
Inside was SJSU student Roxanne Sheffield and
as student coordinator Louise Klein mentioned,
“the only chalet with a mountie guarding the door.”
“I have really experienced personnel helping me
from Spanish Bay (an inn at Pebble Beach),” Sheffield said. “The tables go for 15 grand and are sold
to companies by the Monterey Peninsula Foundation.”
With about 20 tables with place cards like Anheuser-Busch and tournament host AT&T, the spacious room was dripping with wealth.
“This is probably the best thing I’ve ever done,”
Sheffield said. “I have 32 other people I can count
on for anything.”
Sheffield’s clients began to move through the
buffet line and she returned to the day’s responsibilities.
“Back to work,” Sheffield said.
EFFICIENCY AND ARTISTRY
BEHIND THE SCENES
The epicenter of food preparation for the tournament hid behind a long row of white tents on the
Pebble Beach tennis court parking lot.
The 50-plus chefs worked alongside three 40foot long freezers. The set-up was designed by
Pebble Beach Special Events Coordinator and Corporate Chef Beat Giger.
“Its never been improved upon,” Larson said. “It
is just outstanding.”
Every plate of food from deli platters to macaroni salad to tri-tip with dipping sauce was for the
thousands of guests for the weekend golf tournament.
“Pebble Beach really goes out first class,” said
Robert Eustese, the Diablo Valley College department chair of culinary arts.
Eustese introduced chefs who traveled as far as Salt
Lake City, Utah and New York to prepare meals for
the guests of Pebble Beach for the tournament.
Food and beverage lies in the heart of the event
management team at Pebble Beach.
On-site at the “Beer Garden” tent, the warm
scent of $6 hot dogs mixed with the salt of the
beach air and two former SJSU event managers filled clear Budweiser cups for customers.
A few laughs later after a spectator was nearly hit with
a ball off a shanked shot by Chris O’Donnell, a short
golf cart drive away the skyboxes framed the 18th
green like the New York skyline.
The price of each skybox is estimated from
$75,000 to $200,000 for the week and with Clint
Eastwood, a partial owner of Pebble Beach, lounging inside a premier skybox, the atmosphere smelled
like money.
Maria Banyai, a second-year veteran of the management team, said that teamwork and team-building is an intricate part of hospitality management.
“Each night we get together and enjoy dinner together,” Banyai said. “We can release any stress or anxiety and just share the events of the day.”
The friendships made in the unique SJSU class is
what brought Banyai back.
“It is unbelievable what kind of friendships you
can make,” Banyai said. “We are a big team of brothers and sisters right now.”
For the 33 students working steps away from big
shots, serving corporate bigwigs or setting up the
morning’s breakfast buffet the experience will be one
to remember.
As the sun shined onto Pabinguit’s face, he
looked at the ocean and sighed.
“I could wake up to this view everyday,” he said.

www.wedsfbay.com

“We can release any stress or anxiety and just share the
events of the day.”
-Maria Banyai, second-year veteran
Wedding/Event Directory
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Comm- Project’s goal is to focus on
residents’ most pressing needs
Continued from page 1

“The Five Wounds/Brookwood
Terrace was … chosen for this project to see if we are making an actual
change in the community.”
Imelda Rodriguez is president of
the Olinder Neighborhood Association, a neighborhood within the Five
Wounds/Brookwood Terrace area.
She said that CommUniverCity
helps in her community by working directly with her neighborhood association to address needs
most important to residents.
“They provide us with resources,” Rodriguez said. “I always
welcome additional resources for
our neighborhood because we are
in great need of improving the
conditions … of the residents.”
She said that one of her neighborhood’s prime concerns is getting
kids through school, because she
sees that problems within her community are often caused by a lack of
educated community members.
“For the schools,” she said,
“they provide additional resources like tutors for the children who
are not advancing in different
subjects in school.”
Christiansen said the organization works closely with leaders
such as Rodriguez to understand
what the community wants.
“What the community does
is make priorities,” Christiansen
said. “So, they have a top 10 list
of priorities and we do our job

according to that.”
Among the priorities Christiansen cited, increasing voter registration, creating safer streets and increasing the number of educational
activities for youth topped the list.
Meyers said that because CommUniverCity works on projects chosen by the community at large, the
program has been largely successful.
“We have been very well received
in the community,” she said.
Maria Mustonen, a CommUniverCity community representative
who tutors at Selma Olinder University Elementary School, said the
purpose of the project is to make
a better community for people to
live in. “It’s to make the learning
experience at the university more
meaty,” she said, “with some reallife engagement in identifying and
then executing the project that
CommUniverCity takes on.”
She said she was eager to join
CommUniverCity because she is not
happy with the state of public education and would like to see it improve.
“For years I’ve been painfully
dismayed at the condition of
public education in the country
but, more specifically, where we
live,” she said. “It just seemed like
a wonderful opportunity to direct
some energy to that effort of improving public education.”
She said that in the two years she
has been with CommUniverCity
she has seen promise in the university students who come to help tutor at the schools in the area.
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‘Hey buuh-dee,’ I’m still alive; Pauly Shore comes to SJ
Those who watched MTV in
the early ‘90s remember him as
“The Weasel” on his break out
show “Totally Pauly.” Pauly Shore
also starred in the movies “Encino
Man,” “Jury Duty” and “Son In
Law,” to name a few.
He says his “Hey buuh-dee”
days are over, and he is now a
“more seasoned” performer.
In an interview with the Spartan Daily on Tuesday, Pauly talked
about his past and present career in
show business. He will be performing at The San Jose Improv Comedy Club Friday through Sunday.
Kevin Rand: Can you tell me
how you got into show business
Pauly?
Pauly Shore: I grew up at The
Comedy Store on Sunset. My mom
started it in ‘72; I was born in ‘68.
So I grew up there. My dad’s a comedian … And then when I was 17,
when all my friends were going to
college, I decided, ‘Hey, I better get
on stage to start working my stuff.’
KR: Most of us know you as an
actor, do you prefer it over standup?
PS: I think they’re both fun. I
like directing. I like producing. I
like doing it all. I’m at the point
right now in my life where I kind
of want to do something totally
different, do something where
I’m not starring in something,
maybe just being real and serious
because no one would ever expect
that.

KR: Can you tell us a little bit
more about the film you wrote and
produced, “Pauly Shore Is Dead?”

basically sketches, hidden camera,
parody.
KR: So where can we catch that?

PS: The premise came into
my life at a certain time that I was
kind of feeling down and kind of
unwanted … when my movie run
was over, as far as starring in movies, and it was kind of like life after
that time when the phone wasn’t
ringing. But I didn’t want to do a
movie that was depressing. I wanted
to do something making fun of it, so
people can relate to it, because
we’ve all kind of been up and
down. And I wanted the fans
not be like ‘Oh, I don’t want to
hear this s***.’ I wanted them
to be like, ‘Oh s***. This is
funny.’ And the people that
never liked any of my
stuff— I wanted
them to kind of
see me poke fun
at myself.
KR: So do
you have any
other future
plans as far
as filmmaking
or acting?
PS: I have
a sketch comedy
show that I just finished working on. It’s
called “Natural Born
Komics: Miami,”
and there’s a Web
site: naturalbornkomics.com. And it’s

PS: It’s not out yet. We’re selling it right now and then also I’ll
be on the fourth season of “Entourage” on HBO.
KR: You had a really good run in
the early 90’s. Are you trying to get
back there or do you just want to be
working and doing stuff and entertaining people and getting a
little recognition?
PS: Yeah. Everything
lined up for me at that
time. MTV needed me,
and I needed it. And
it just kind of
worked. I know
that I’m better
than I was
before
at
what I do.
I
know
more,
I’m more
re la xe d ,
more real.
Back in the
day it was all
about …
KR: Buuh-dee.
PS: Yeah exactly. That’s kind
of who I was at
the time. It wasn’t
an act. And now

it’s more kind of seasoned. I’m just
trying to keep it real. I talk about everything on stage. I’ll go off on the
Anna Nicole (Smith) thing. I’ll go off
on the whole Hillary (Clinton) running for president. I mean to be quite
honest, I think my standup is probably my best asset. When the time
is right, I’m going to put together a
good 50 minute standup special and
people will be going, ‘Whoa! I didn’t
know he did that!’
KR: It is what it is, right?
PS: Yeah, exactly. It is what it is. I
think I’ve done really well considering
what I’ve been through. I’m okay.
KR: So you’re coming to San
Jose this weekend. Are you currently on the road doing standup?
PS: If you go onto my “MySpace”
or my Web site I do dates periodically … Like this month, I’m doing San
Jose and then the following weekend
I’m doing Tampa and then I’m off
for a month.
KR: Well I was going to ask you
about your “MySpace” account.
So when I throw this article on the
Spartan Daily can we all add you
as a “friend,” Pauly?
PS: Umm, let me think about it
… yeah, OK.

Kevin Rand is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer
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SPARTAN DAILY STAFF WRITER KEVIN RAND’S PEBBLE BEACH COMMENTARY:

‘Life is sweet’ in Pebble Beach Athletes

I saw the sign near the golf driving range entrance that told me it was going to be a splendid
weekend: “Restricted Personnel Only. Media
Allowed.” Yes!
I already know what you’re thinking: “I’d
rather watch the grass grow on a golf course
than watch the people golfing on it.”
Well I don’t care.
So I’ll take you to last Friday when I finally
got through all the Pebble Beach security without my media pass. They believed me when I
told them that I had to meet the events coordinator inside for my credentials. I wouldn’t have
myself either.
So I walked past all the tents and the booths
and I saw the driving range. The Pebble Beach
Golf Links driving range … And pros were
practicing on it. Oh … my … Garsh!
You still don’t get it, huh? Calm down you
dork, right?
Well, me being allowed to get that close to
the pros would be like giving Lindsay Lohan the
keys to the Mondavi winery. I know, tasteless.
Sorry.
But I could only hope to contain myself that
weekend.
I met the special events coordinator, Beat
Giger (pronounced, Bay-Ott), at his office near
the clubhouse and he gave me my golden ticket
— my media pass.
He sent his helper, Gretchen, around with me
for a few minutes to show me the media room,
news conference area and free-food press tent.
And I was off on my own.
It was like the Toys “R” Us shopping spree I
used to fantasize about when I was still an underclassman.
My mind started racing. Player news conferences. CBS … The Golf Channel. Phil Mickelson, I love you!
The three golf courses were teeming with pros
and celebrities, and I didn’t know what to do.
I thought, “Where’s Bill Murray? Where’s
George Lopez?”
I know. I had a story to cover. But that could
wait a little, right?

I decided, “Let’s just watch some golf.” I
walked to the first tee at Pebble.
Some official in a suit at the tee box announced
a player in his official voice, “Now on the first
tee … (from somewhere) … Chuck Schwab.”
Or as I know him personally, “Charles.”
I spent the rest of the day with my wide
mouth open following Bill Murray, Vijay Singh,
Ray Romano and other golfers you’ve never
heard of like Rocco Mediate or Jeff Sluman.
I looked at all the fans with my imaginary
tongue out.
Before I knew it, it was time for the news
conference, and everybody was waiting on Phil
Mickelson. I was sitting in my chair nervously
rehearsing my question.

“Player news conferences. CBS ...
The Golf Channel. Phil Mickelson, I
love you”
He walked in and it was show time.
I took a deep breath.
After Phil talked about his day, the press guy
sitting next to him on the stage asked, “any
questions?”
Another deep breath.
I half raised my hand and Phil looked over.
“Phil, we’ve seen you play well in this event
before and do well. You’ve also had some success at the Bob Hope which is also a Pro-Am. Is
there something about this format which allows
you to play better?”
“Please don’t stare at me, Phil. I know it was
a stupid question,” I thought to myself.
Actually, he answered it like I was a normal,
English-speaking member of the press.
The next day was fabulous. At one point I was
walking on the golf cart path and some people
were pointing toward me and laughing, so I
turned around. I looked back toward the 14th

hole and saw George Lopez crowd surfing.
Jump to day three; Sunday, the final round.
I was at Pebble and I wound up with a green
sticker on my jacket that read, “Media: Inside
the Ropes.” That was the extra special pass
I needed that Sunday to be where the action
was.
So for the final nine holes, I was at every tee
box, every fairway and every green with Phil
Mickelson and Kevin Sutherland, the overnight
leaders and final pairing.
I walked the Pacific Ocean-lined golf holes
on the most beautiful course in the world with
some of the greatest players to ever play the
game. I felt absolutely privileged.
I minded my own business and made sure
that I was not in the players’ or the camera
crews’ way.
I was Joe Cool with his journalist’s notepad
and Ray-Bans. Life was sweet.
Phil ran away with the tournament on the
back nine holes and won by five strokes. He was
unbemazing. (Go ahead, steal it.)
I watched the trophy presentation on the
eighteenth green and then ran to the conference room.
I clammed up in front of the press big wigs
that showed up on Sundays at golf tournaments.
As Phil walked out of the room, I knew it was
going to be my last chance.
I walked over.
“Phil, would you mind just answering one
more question for a college newspaper.”
He looked over, “You got it.”
What I asked him is unimportant. It was
more boring golf talk anyways.
I had been reflecting the entire weekend.
Thinking of how lucky I was to be doing what
I was doing.
All the late nights typing stories. The long
days at school, the edits, the re-edits, the critiques the following day, the endless pursuit of
perfect writing.
All so worth it, and we’re only three weeks
into the semester.

of the

Week
Deanna Lowry

Water polo, senior
In the first win over UC-Berkeley in school
history, SJSU attacker Lowry scored the
game-winning goal for the Spartans. After
adding three goals earlier in the 14-13 victory, Lowry’s goal came with 44 seconds left
and a man-up advantage by SJSU.

Jamon Hill
Basketball, junior
In the final seconds of the men’s basketball
game versus Louisiana Tech University
last Thursday, Hill was 100 percent from
the free-throw line. Hill’s 15 points and
final free throws put the Spartans over the
top, securing a 53-50 home win. Hill is a
transfer from San Jose City College and
was named to the all-state second team by
JCHoops.com

The Spartan Daily “Athletes of the Week” are chosen based
on individual athletic achievement by San Jose State University
NCAA or club athletes. Nominations are considered and voted
upon by the Spartan Daily sports writers and sports editor. If you
have concerns or considerations for this new feature, contact the
Spartan Daily at spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu.

Hidden Talent
Walking among students at San Jose State University are NCAA Div. 1 athletes.
You may know them from class, watching them perform or from the
Spartan logo they wear on their sweatshirt.

But in step with these athletes are the members of SJSU’s club sports.
Representing wrestlers, rugby players, male volleyball players, judo competitors, boxers and many more, the Spartan Daily seeks to find out more about SJSU’s
“Hidden Talent.”

Birdies fly at the SJSU badminton club
SAMIE HARTLEY

will receive $25, and second place

STAFF WRITER winners will be awarded $15.

Students interested in whacking
around birdies with elongated racquets should join the San Jose University badminton club for its “Are
you single?!” tournament at Spartan Complex room 44A on Friday.
Nathan Barnes, badminton
club president, said the singles
tournament is open to all students
who present an SJSU student ID
and proof of health insurance.
Check-in begins at 11:30 a.m. and
games begin at noon.
“Badminton is really easy to
get into,” Barnes said. “It’s fun
and great exercise. I lost 30 to 40
pounds after I started playing.”
Students who participate will
receive two free racquet grips.
Monyrith King, club secretary,
said the tournament will feature
two skill group. “One is for those
who are experienced, tournament
and team level, and the other is
just for club level and recreational
level players,” King said.
Prizes will be awarded in both
skill groups. The first place winners

King, a senior majoring in hospitality management, said badminton
is a fun sport that builds endurance.
“You can play it, really, at any
age, and it is something that is
easier on the joints than some of
the other sports,” King said. “This
is particularly helpful for someone
like myself who constantly gets injured in sports like tennis.”
The badminton club meets every Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. at the Spartan Complex.
King, who joined the club in
2003, said becoming a club member is like connecting with a new
circle of friends.
“We are always supportive of
each other and willing to lend a helping hand when it comes to teaching
others how to play,” King said.
While Friday’s tournament is
only open to SJSU students, the club
plays against other colleges throughout the semester, King said.
“Typically, the club plays other
schools from around the area such as
(UC) Berkeley, Stanford (University),
UC Santa Cruz, Santa Clara University and UC Davis,” King said.

Thao Nguyen, club vice president and a graduate student majoring in math, said the club does
more than just play badminton.
“We often go out, hang out or
try to set up other events besides
badminton for club members to
mingle,” Nguyen said.
Barnes, a senior majoring in
psychology, said the club has a few
racquets available to loan out to
new members and birdies are provided. Participants are expected to
wear proper gym attire — whitesoled tennis shoes and loose-fitting
gym clothes.
King, who is graduating this semester, said students who join the
club must pay a $10 club fee, but
the money is well spent.
“You get a free T-shirt. We oftentimes pay for club tournament
fees, we give you free birds to use,
and after matches, we have an after-party celebration,” King said.
“Best of all, it’s a sport you can
play all your life. Now, tell me that
is not worth ten bucks.”
Students interested in finding out more about the badminton club can visit its Web site
www.sjsubadminton.com.

Have
a nice
weekend!
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Upcoming Athletics

Football coach reveals management strategies in lecture
KIMBERLY LIEN
STAFF WRITER

Dick Tomey, San Jose State University’s head
football coach, was the featured speaker in the ﬁrst
of a series of guest lectures presented by the College
of Business.
The Don and Sally Lucas Global Leadership
Lecture was held in meeting room 225 of the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Library at 6:15 p.m. on
Monday.
Gerhard Brummer, a junior majoring in accounting and marketing, was drawn to lecture because of
its headliner.
“I got exactly what I wanted out of it,” said
Brummer. “In terms of, I came wanting to learn
how turn a problematic situation around, not just
business strategies. Bringing people together and
how to connect. The answer was quite simple. You
just have to bring people together.”
In a room ﬁlled almost to its capacity of
105, Tomey took the microphone from SJSU National Collegiate Athletic Association representative
Bill Campsey, and said he would not begin the lecture until he had the front row ﬁlled.
“We are not starting until everybody moves up,”
Tomey said. “I want you to be present and engaged
in what’s going on.”
The audience obliged the coach’s request and
he began the evening lecture by revealing nothing
he would say over the next hour and a half would
be “earth-shattering,” but he would like to build a
bridge between the world of business and athletics.
“I liked how he emphasized the human connection,” said Jimmy Hanh, a fourth year business
student.
“It’s a very impersonal society we live in,”
Hanh said.
Hanh attended the lecture as a member of the
College of Business Honors Program. All members
were required to attend.
One of the commonalities that ties together
managing a sports team and managing a business
team is the importance of the “human connection,”
Tomey said.
“I think the world has conspired to make some of
us believe the X’s and O’s of your business are more

important than the human connection,”
Tomey said.
In order to illustrate his point, Tomey told stories of three different football
teams, at three different universities,
which he was on the coaching staff.
At the University of Arizona, Tomey
coached cornerback Chris McAlister,
whose father James had also played under Tomey.
“What that really means is that your
coach at SJSU is really old,” Tomey said.
McAlister was unable to play an away
game at the University of Washington at
Seattle, because of an eligibility issue with
the NCAA.
During the game, McAlister’s replacement blocked a kick that would allow the
Arizona Wildcats to take possession of
the ball and go the length of the ﬁeld to
score the winning touchdown.
Upon their return to Arizona, McAlister was the ﬁrst to greet the team at the
airport.
“Our best player cared enough to show
up,” said Tomey. “None of this happens
if we’re just a bunch of people playing
a game. We’re emotionally tied to each
other.”
The theme of Tomey’s lecture, “The
Human Equation,” was emphasizing relationships over strategies and tactics.
“There are certain things that we do
in sports to try to solve problems,” Tomey said. “And one of the things we do to
STEPHANIA BEDNAR/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
solve problems is the ‘marathon encounter’
SJSU football coach Dick Tomey gave a lecture on leadership at the
thing. Let’s talk to everybody, let’s see what
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library on Monday.
everybody thinks.”
Tomey also used this approach to prepare the
For 13 hours, from 6 p.m. to 7 a.m.,
Tomey spent time with each player one-on-one, just SJSU football team before their trip to the New
Mexico Bowl.
to talk.
Tomey wrapped up his lecture by stressing the
In another anecdote, Tomey recounted a game
while coaching at the University of Hawaii when idea of conquering psychological problems over
his team lost to the eventual national champions worrying about the technical aspects of managing.
“In our world, in this time of year, coaches get
1985 Western Athletic Conference Brigham Young
ﬁred all the time,” Tomey said. “They all know the
University.
Tomey ran a “marathon encounter” with the en- game. They all know how to dazzle you with diatire team in order to reinforce and reinvigorate his grams. But the game’s not complicated. People are
complicated.”
players.

CLASSIFIEDS
Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card. Questions on how to place your classified? Call 408.924.3277

ROOMMATE WANTED
$550.00 South San Jose, 1/4
utilities, full priv. No smoking
(408)509-0834

EMPLOYMENT
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/HOST PT positions
avail in S’vale restaurant.
Flex hours, $11.00 to start.
Call Wendy@733-9331
EASTER SEALS seeks
Lifeguards, Instructional Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists,
part or full time in San Jose
(Bascom & Moorpark). Flex
hours/ days, Mon-Sat. Call
Tiago @ 408 295-0228.
Send resume to
jobs@esba.org or fax to
408 275-9858. $11-$15/ hour.
DOE.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K8th school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare, PT, PMs. No ECE units
req’d. Previous childcare exp.
a must. Please call 248-2464
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant, Toddler & Preschool
Teachers & Aides. FT& PT
positions avail. Substitute
positions are also avail that
offer ﬂex hrs. ECE units are
req’d for teacher positions
but not req’d for Aide positions. Excellent opportunity
for Child Develop majors.
Call Cathy for an interview @
244-1968 X16 or fax res. to
248-7433
EARN $2500+ MONTHLY
and more to type simple ads
online.
www. DataEntryTypers.com

VALET PARKERS WANTED
School is in session. Are you
looking for a part-time job
that is ﬂexible with your busy
school schedule while making good money? Well, look
no further. Corinthian Parking
Services is looking for valet
attendants to ﬁll positions
at local malls and private
events.
Requirements:
ï Must be at least 21 yrs old
ï Must have a valid CA Class
C license
ï Must provide CLEAN DMV
driving record
ï MUST be responsible, wellgroomed and punctual
ï MUST HAVE PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE
If this is you, please call
408-981-5894 for an interview.
WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT
Camp Counselors needed
for a residential camp serving
children and adults with disabilities. If you are interested in a challenging and
rewarding experience, visit
www.viaservices.org or call
(408)243-7861
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party
rental business. Perfect for
students. Earn up to $250
every weekend. Must have
reliable truck or van., Heavy
lifting is required.
408 292-7876
SITTERS WANTED. $10
or more per hour. Register
FREE for jobs at
www.student-sitters.com.
EARN A LOT OF MONEY
Mortgage company/ loan
ofﬁce: Earn more than $3000
a month Seeking part time
Employees for evenings for
telemarketing pays hourly/
large bonuses No exp necessary/ training available Call
Jason at (408)887-8600

MARKETING POSITIONS
Our marketing company is
expanding. We are seeking
outgoing people with drive to
help us grow. No experience
necessary. Great pay schedule! (408) 907-9689

WORK W/ DISABLED KIDS

ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS PART TIME OPENINGS
$17.70 BASE-appt.
Vector, the company for
students, has part-time openings available for customer
sales/ service. The positions
offer numerous unique beneﬁts for students:
*HIGH STARTING PAY
*FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
*Internships possible
*All majors may apply
*Scholarships awarded
*Some conditions apply
*No experience necessary
*Training provided
Earn income & gain experience! Watch for us on-campus throughout the semester
or CALL 866-1100 9am-5pm
www.workforstudents.
com/sjsu

FOR RENT

AFTER SCHOOL NANNY
$15/HR 3 kids need a nanny
to p/u after school & help
w/hmwk, drive them to activities.. M, Tu, Th, F 3:00-6pm.
Loc. Saratoga (nr West Valley College. Call
(408)691-0495 or email
asst2034@sbcglobal.net

SUBWAY RESTAURANT NOW
HIRING

We are looking for friendly,
responsible team players.
Flexible hours available for
Sandwich ArtistsÆ at our
BRAND NEW location near
San Carlos and Bird Ave. **
Call Shawn to arrange an
interview. (408)506-2389

P/T, afternoons 2-5:00 (ﬂexible), 4 miles fm campus, will
train, reliable transportation a
must, $14/hr. (408)926-3944

SJSU STUDIO Small Victorian upstairs unit w/ parkng.
Coin Lndry w/ utilities pd.
$700/ mo.+dep
(408)559-1356
NEWLY REMODELED
ROOMS w/ private bathrooms available. Close to
SJSU. All rooms have private
entrance, full bath, microwave, TV & small refrigerator.
$600/month includes PG&E,
Water, Cable TV & garbage.
$300 deposit. Call for more
info (408)279-6100. Email:
magda@statewidere.com

EVENTS

WANTED

OPPORTUNITIES

$ SPERM DONORS
NEEDED $ Up to $900 /
month. - Palo Alto. Healthy
MEN, wanted for California
Cryobank’s
sperm donor program.
APPLY ONLINE:
www.spermbank.com

GLAMOUR/ART MODELS Female models for
natural-light glamour and
art photography. Will train.
(408)247-8779

SERVICES

SPARTAN DAILY
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
for your paper or dissertation.
Experienced. Efﬁcient. Exact.
Familiar with APA & Chicago
styles. ESL is a specialty.
Grace@ (831) 252-1108 or
Evagrace@aol.com or visit
www.gracenotesediting.com
NEED A TUTOR? Want to be
a tutor?
www.tutorsconnection.com
IT’S FREE!!!

Dwight Bentel Hall,
Room 209
FAX:
408.924.3282

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION

YOGA SAN JOSE
1ST CLASS FREE
Vinyasa Flow Yoga
Prakasa Ma Studio
190 Martha St. Studio F
San Jose (park in courtyard,
up stairs, end of hall)
Mondays and Wednesdays 6:15-7:45 ALL levels
welcome
Instructor: Amanda Amburgey www.lotusloveyoga.com
YOGA is great for your
health! Affordable cost
(408)239-9682

EMAIL US @
spartandailyads@casa.sjsu.edu
or visit us online @
www.the spartandaily.com

Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number,
punctuation mark, and space is formatted into an ad line.
The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no
extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three lines
is required. Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior to
publication.
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS
ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT: 40+ consecutive issues: 10%
discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount. Ads must be
placed in person in DBH 209 from 10 AM or 3PM.
STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student’s
individual ads only. Not intended for businesses and/
or other persons. Frequency discount does not apply.

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for
additional information. Classified readers should be reminded that, when making these further contacts, they should require complete information before sending money for goods or
services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount vacations or merchandise.

Today — Women’s tennis v. Sierra College at Spartan
Courts at 2 p.m.
Friday — Baseball v. Utah State University at Municipal
Stadium at 2 p.m.
— Gymnastics v. the University of SeattlePacific in Seattle
Saturday — Water polo v. CSU Northridge at the
Aquatic Center at 12 p.m.
— Baseball v. Utah State University at
Municipal Stadium at 1 p.m.
— Women’ s basketball v. the University of
Nevada, Reno at 7 p.m.
Sunday — Baseball v. Utah State University at
Municipal Stadium at 1 p.m.
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SYMPOSIUM CORRECTION:

FEBRUARY 15, 2007

All events will be held today at
12 p.m. in the Engineering
Building auditorium, room 189.

Fruit- Market Café looks to Salinas-based organization Deng- Full-time employee,
student still finds time for home
Continued from page 1

ting unnecessary toxins in your
body.”
“I don’t buy the apples and
oranges now. I’m from the country, and I know that apples don’t
shine like that,” said Michelle
Celino, and senior majoring in
English.
University officials initially expressed concerns over the higher
cost of certified organic produce
grown under more socially conscious farming conditions, according to Frisch.

“They were never against it,
just worried it wouldn’t sell,” she
said. “So we are creating a promotional campaign, and as soon as
it’s done, the organic produce will
be out in the Market Café.”
Frisch said, noting that could
be just days away.
Frisch hopes to rely on Alba
Organics, “which would give us
food from small, local, sustainable
farms.”
The Salinas, Calif. based Agriculture and Land-Based Training Association created the retail
ALBA Organics to supply regional
consumers. According to its Web

site, its clients include the Housing
and Dining Services at Stanford
University and University of California, Santa Cruz.
Whinery feels the market laws
of supply and demand will determine the success of the new menu
offerings.
“The problem is organic small
apples sitting next to cheaper, bigger, conventional apples that will
sell better,” he said.
Last year, the café offered organic products for sale, but failed
to promote the additions, Whinery says. Sales were poor and the
initiative was abandoned.

ALBA Marketing coordinator
Dina Izzo invoked social change
language to characterize the expanded menu options.
“The victory came from the
power of students organizing and
using their voice,” she said.
With Alba’s distribution the
price of a natural apple will cost
about the same as the waxy ones
currently available, Izzo said.
“I don’t think the prices are out
of line,” Izzo said.
The Market Cafe will follow the
market, according to Whinery.
“I’m a retailer. I’m going to sell
what people buy,” he said.

Continued from page 1

he would try and make a life for
himself over the next nine years.
Jongkuch attended school from
first-grade all the way through high
school with virtually no supplies
available in the poverty stricken
country of Kenya.
“Ten students would share one
book,” Jongkuch said. “Notebooks
were cut in half and shared. We would
only have pencils if we had received
some from the United Nations.”
While living in Kenya, Jongkuch
met his cousin Panther Ajak Mayem.
Even with Jongkuch’s hard work in
school and discovery of his cousin
Panther, Jongkuch said Kenya was
a very difficult place to live.
“The dust blows all day long so
you needed to put clothes on your
face so that you can breathe. Cars
needed headlights during the day,
but all of this was not as dangerous
as the threat of rebel militia killing me — because if they see me,
they’re going to kill me.”

“The man is incredible.”
-Michael Wright,
senior, health science

Jongkuch said he and the people
in his village would receive food
from the United Nations every two
weeks while in Kenya, yet it only
lasted a week if they were lucky.
“Me, Panther and five others
would form a seven-person group
and share our food so that it would
last longer,” said Jongkuch.
Jongkuch said his life changed
drastically in 2001 when he caught
a break from the The United Nations High Commission for Refugees. Jongkuch said the UNHCR, in
cooperation with the United States,
offered 16,000 refugees an opportunity to come to the United States.
He said a process of eight interviews was held at numerous refugee
camps in Kenya. Jongkuch was one
of 4,000 people that passed the interviews and was allowed to come
to the United States with very strict
regulations placed upon him.
Jongkuch said the US government would provide food stamps,
free medical benefits and rent
money for his first four months in
the United States — after that he
was on his own.
“It was really hard,” Jongkuch
said. “You come here and you don’t
know the language or the culture,
and you’re expected to get a job and
support yourself in four months.”
Jongkuch said he arrived in San
Jose in 2001 with three other refugees of Sudan that were living in
Kenya. Jongkuch found a job at
Pottery Barn Kids after a couple
months and a few months later
starting working the graveyard shift
at a security company.
Jongkuch said he was able to attend De Anza College in Cupertino
with the help of financial aid. He
graduated with an associate degree
in 2005. Later that year, Jongkuch
said he became a Spartan at SJSU
where he majors in health science.
“In my mind, when I was
younger I knew I wanted to work
with people and patients in hospitals,” Jongkuch said. “I saw so
many people die because they did
not know how to help themselves
through medicine and other ways. I
learned a lot of survival techniques
along the way that I can help teach
others.”
Last year, while attending SJSU,
Jongkuch spoke with several professors and classes in the health science department and was able to
raise more than $4,000. Jongkuch
said he used the money to purchase
a grinding mill for his family and
others in his village in Sudan.

Michael Wright, senior health
science major, said Jongkuch’s story impacted him.
“The man is incredible,” Wright
said. “He came to our class and told
his story last semester and it is something that sounds like a movie — it
didn’t sound real. I was happy to
help him and his family in any way I
could so I gave a small donation.”
Jongkuch said that providing a
grinding mill would provide much
larger quantities of grain in less
time while also giving girls of his
village an opportunity to attend
school. He said girls do not attend
school in his native village in Sudan because it is their job to grind
grain for up to 14 hours a day.
Getting the grinding mill to his
village would be another problem.
Jongkuch said he took advantage of an opportunity last May
to return home onboard a cargo
plane to his still very dangerous village in Sudan.
After arriving in Sudan, Jongkuch
had to walk to his village because the
roads that would have led him were
too ridden with land mines.
“Being on board a cargo plane
was bad, but not as bad as the walk
back to the village,” Jongkuch said.
“There were no seats on the plane
so I was flying back and forth along
with heavy boxes, but that’s easy
when walking nine hours through
knee-high mud from rain and
through dangerous territory still
laced with rebels.”
Due to the mines on the roads
and heavy mud, Jongkuch could not
transport his grinding mill by car. Instead he said he was forced to pay the
owner of a steamboat a large sum of
money to transport it for him down
the Nile River to his village.
Jongkuch said he began his grueling walk and nine hours later finally made it to his village — the
same place he saw on fire and full
of militia rebels 18 years earlier.
Jongkuch walked into a village
mourning the loss of his grandmother the day before.
“It was sad when I got there,”
Jongkuch said. “But once I said,
‘Hey it’s me Deng, I’m back.’ Everybody was so happy. My mother
cried, she cried a lot. ... Two heavy
emotions going through the village
and ironic for me because I could
have seen my grandmother if I
came one day earlier.”
Jongkuch reconnected with his
family for the first time in 18 years.
His parents, two sisters, and one
brother were there to greet him.
His other brother has not been
seen in years.

“The way these refugees
live is something nobody
deserves.”
-Gabrielle DeMars,
junior, business
He returned to the U.S. three
months later in and is now trying
to raise $8,000 for medical supplies. The money would be spent
on various medical needs and
would include new beds, an X-ray
machine and medical chairs.
Gabrielle DeMars, a junior majoring in business said she watched
a “60 Minutes” special on the
“Lost Boys of Sudan,” a term that
follows men like Jongkuch.
“The way that these refugees lived
is something that nobody deserves,”
DeMars said. “It gives a whole new
meaning to the word survivor.”
Jongkuch currently works 40
hours per week and fundraises for
his village in Sudan through lectures to classes at SJSU; he sleeps
only four hours a day — and does
it all without a car.
“I love it,” Jongkuch said. “I am
very fortunate, very very fortunate.
Anything is better than my past experience.”

